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Water Working Arrangements
Between Alcoa World Alumina, Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation and Water Corporation covering
Alcoa s mining operations in Western Australia.
Version 5. Effective Years of Operations 2018-2023

This document is reviewed annually in preparation of a revised version due for approval in 2023.

Prevention of contamination provides greater surety than removal of contaminants by
treatment, so the most effective barrier is protection of source waters to the maximum degree
practicable.  (ADWG, 2011)
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1. Introduction

1.1. Working Arrangements

These working arrangements have been de eloped to set out the cooperative and efficient manner in
which the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER), Water Corporation and Alcoa
will work together to manage Alcoa s mining activities in Western Australia; with regard to water resource
management and protection.
The Working Arrangements are written and reviewed jointly between DWER, Water Corporation and
Alcoa. They are designed to cover a five year period; however they may be updated at any time when
significant new information becomes available.

The intent of the Working Arrangements is to maintain a coordinated approach to the management of
mining operations and the protection of Public Drinking Water Source Areas (PDWSA). They provide a
clear picture of the relationships between the three organisations and the agreed procedures that are to
be followed.

The Working Arrangements are intended to outline the procedures and guiding principles for this
interaction, and do not give rise to any legal or contractual obligations upon any party. These Working
Arrangements are not intended to limit the statutory functions, rights and obligations of the DWER and
the Water Corporation. Where there is a conflict between any practice or activity undertaken pursuant to
these Working Arrangements and to the observance of any right or obligation of the DWER or Water
Corporation, the latter will prevail.

1.2. Mining and Management Program Liaison Group

Alcoa s operations within Mining Lease 1SA (ML1SA) are overseen by the Mining and Management
Program Liaison Group (MMPLG) which is chaired by the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and
Innovation (former Department of State Development) on behalf of the Minister for State Development.
The other state government agencies represented on the MMPLG and its sub-committees include:

• Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, (DMIRS) (former Department of Mines and
Petroleum),

• Department of Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions, (DBCA), (former Department of Parks and
Wildlife),

• Water Corporation; and

• Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, (DWER), (former Department of Water and
Department of Environment Regulation).

The MMPLG’s roles are to:

• oversee all activities associated with Alcoa’s mining, infrastructure and associated activities occurring
within ML1SA;

• provide advice to the Minister for State Development, Jobs and Trade on the environmental and
social acceptability of the Mining and Management Programs (MMP’s);

• authorise clearing for mining in line with MMP s approved by the Minister, and

• oversee the ongoing development and approval of rehabilitation completion criteria.
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The MMPLG is recognised by the Minster for Environment in Ministerial Statements (95, 390, 564, 728,
897 and 1604) regarding expansion of Alcoa operations. Ministerial statements reinforce the MMPLG s
regulatory role and oversight consistent with the terms of reference.

1.2.1 Sub committees of the MMPLG

The Mining Operations Group (MOG) is a principle sub-committee of the MMPLG, its role is to oversee
and report to the MMPLG on the environmental (including forest clearing) and community issues arising
from day to day operational activities at Alcoa s mine sites. There is currently 1 member from the Water
Corporation on the MOG. Further details on these groups can be found in the MMPLG Terms of
Reference (refer to Appendix 1) and Section 2.2.2 Ministerial Statements endorsing MMPLG.

1.3. Agencies

1.3.1. Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation supports Western Australia s community,
economy and environment by managing and regulating the state’s environment and water resources.
The department is responsible for environment and water regulation, serving as a 'one stop shop’ for
industry and developers, with the aim of streamlining and simplifying regulation. In terms of this Working
Arrangement, Department of Water and Environmental Regulation plans and manages all water
resources throughout Western Australia by supporting the state's growth and development and
managing the availability and quality of water sustainability, now and for the future. In order to secure
water for future use, DWER informs the government and the community on the quantity, quality, use and
availability of the State’s water resources and by ensuring West Australians have access to water
services.

Within the constraints of Alcoa’s State Agreement and the requirements of relevant State statutes,
DWER will negotiate with the mining industry and the Water Corporation to achieve a balance whereby
the industry can operate in a viable manner provided it adopts responsible environmental management
practices, and the risk to water resources and the Water Corporation’s business is minimal, due to robust
multiple barriers protecting key values of water resources. The outcome of such negotiations should be
able to withstand public scrutiny and demonstrate that DWER’s statutory responsibilities have been met.

1.3.2. Water Corporation

The Water Corporation is owned by the State Government and is the principal supplier of water, waste
water and drainage services in Western Australia. Water Corporation are responsible for operations;
including surveillance and bylaw enforcement within PDWSAs contained within ML1SA. The Water
Corporation has obligations under the Operating Licence it holds pursuant to the Water Services Act
2012 to ensure that its customers will be supplied with a safe, reliable water supply. Water Corporation
operates a complex system of infrastructure to supply water across the state. The integrated water
supply scheme supplies water via PDWSAs located with ML1SA to approximately 2 million people in the
greater Perth metropolitan region.

The Water Corporation is committed to protecting the primacy of drinking water quality over other
catchment land uses. As part of its drinking water source protection policy the Water Corporation is
committed to the following;
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• Maintain active catchment protection programs to prevent contamination or degradation of our
drinking water sources. Uphold, support and promote catchment protection despite pressure from
competing land uses.

• Employ the source protection principles of the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (ADWG).
Recognise and strongly advocate for source protection as a key component of our drinking water
quality management.

• Implement a multi barrier approach to drinking water quality management, which begins with source
protection. Recognise that water treatment is not a safe, practical or economic substitute for robust
source protection practices.

• Ensure land uses and activities within catchments comply with approval conditions and best
management practices. Work closely with key stakeholders to build understanding of their role in
protecting drinking water catchments.

1.3.3. Department of Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions

The Department of Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) are responsible for the
management of the state forest areas in which Alcoa has Mining Lease 1 SA. As a result of this DBCA
is the lead land management agency and has separate working arrangements in place with Alcoa for
mining operations in Mining Lease 1 SA. DBCA works with the Water Corporation and DWER in jointly
managing matters that can affect water quality.

1.4. Alcoa

In 1961, the State of Western Australia and Alcoa entered an agreement whereby Alcoa would
undertake bauxite mining in Mining Lease 1SA. Alcoa operates within the conditions of the Agreements
Acts, Commonwealth and Western Australian legislation and Local Government Laws and operating
conditions set by relevant Government Ministers.

It is Alcoa s policy to operate worldwide in a safe, responsible manner which respects the environment
and the health of its employees, its customers and the communities where Alcoa operates. To facilitate
this, Alcoa hold ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems certification.

Alcoa will manage mining operations and associated activities to avoid Alcoa mining impacts to public
drinking water supply water quality.

1.5. Mining

1.5.1. Process

Bauxite mining typically consists of the following phases:

• Exploration

- Vegetation and dieback mapping;

Heritage and fauna surveys;

Exploration drilling (120 m or 60 m grid);

• Forest Clearing

- Salvage of marketable timber by the Forest Products Commission;

Government of Western Australia
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Clearing of forest;

Utilisation of wood waste and burning of remaining timber;

• Development

Removal of topsoil and overburden to stockpiles or directly into rehabilitation;

ipping or drilling and blasting of caprock;

• Mining

Loading and trucking of ore to the crusher;

Crushing and conveying of ore to the refinery;

• Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of mined areas and roads to Completion criteria standards;

Ongoing management of rehabilitated areas; and

• Relinquishment of mined regions to the state.

1.5.2. Location/Climate/Environment

ML1SA covers 18 PDWSAs and their Reservoir Protection Zones (RPZ) (See Section 2.1.2).

The Myara mining area (current crusher site) intersects numerous PDWSAs. The south-west section of
the Mine Region is within the North Dandalup Pipehead Dam Catchment Area and the central and
eastern portions of the mine region are within the Serpentine Dam Catchment Area. To the north of the
mine region is also within the Serpentine Pipehead Dam Catchment Area. Appendix 2 shows the
location of PDWSAs supplying drinking water within the metropolitan region of Perth.

The Orion mining area (current crusher site) is within Samson Brook Catchment Area which flows into
the Samson Reservoir. The catchment draining to the Samson reservoir is managed as a P1 area.
Areas to the west of Orion drain to Lake Navarino and to the north and east drain to the Murray River. To
the south and east a number of tributary streams flow into the Samson Brook RPZ and Murray River and
through the Lane Poole Reserve.

The northern areas of the previous crusher region (Arundel) drain into Samson Brook, above the
Samson Pipehead Dam Catchment. To the east, drainage is into Samson Dam, and its tributary streams
in the Lane Poole Reserve. The south of the mining area drains to Bancell Brook, while major creeks
flowing through the mining area to the west are McKnoe Brook and Black Tom Brook. All of these
creeks are used for private water supplies. Bancell Brook provides the Yarloop town water supply.

The crusher regions receive approximately 845 mm of rain each year, most of it falling between May and
October. Rainfall declines rapidly in the eastern portion of the Darling Scarp.

The ground-water table is generally 10-30 metres below the surface in upland areas, but in the valleys it
is usually shallower. In the western high rainfall parts of the Darling Ranges, the groundwater is often
close to the surface in the valleys and discharges to stream channels all year. Further east as rainfall
declines, the forest removes almost all of the rain absorbed deep into the soil each winter. As a result,
the groundwater is often below the valley floor, so that streams are ephemeral, and only flow in winter.
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2. Legislation, Regulation, Policy

2.1. Applicable Legislation

Table 1: Legislation applicable to this working arrangement.

Legislation Responsible Agenc Context  
Water Legislation
Water Agencies (Powers) Act
1984

DWER Powers and functions of the Minister for Water
and DWER

Rights in Water and Irrigation Act
1914

DWER Allocation, management and use of water
resources

Water Services Act 2012 DWER Provision and regulation of water service
providers

Water Services Regulations
2013

Water Corporation Protection of water services  orks and water
quality

Metropolitan Water Supply,
Sewerage and Drainage Act,
1909

DWER Power of Minister to proclaim catchments and
create by- laws in metropolitan area

Metropolitan Water Supply,
Sewerage and Drainage By-
Laws 1981

Water Corporation Protection of public drinking water source
areas in metropolitan area

Country Areas Water Supply Act
1947

DWER Power of Minister to proclaim catchments and
create by- laws

Country Areas Water Supply By-
Laws 1957

Water Corporation Protection of public drinking water source
areas in rural areas

State Agreement Legislation
Alumina Refinery Agreement Act
1961

DJTSI Identifies ML1SA and facilitates access to
resources for mining bauxite and refining
Alumina.

Alumina Refinery (Pinjara)
Agreement Act 1969

DJTSI Granted Alcoa approval to establish the
Pinjarra Refinery for Alumina production

Alumina Refinery (Wagerup)
Agreement and Acts Amendment
Act 1978

DJTSI Identifies mining approval process, reporting
and research requirements.

Mining Legislation
Mining Act 1978 DMIRS Mining la  for incidental and other purposes
Mines Safety and Inspection Act
1994, Mines Safety and
Inspections Regulations 1995

DMIRS Imposes general duty of care provisions

Environmental Legislation
WAEPA Act 1987 DWER, EPA Approvals for mining and refineries under Part

4 and Part 5.
Dangerous Goods Safety Act
2004 •

DMIRS Storage and Management of Hazardous and
Dangerous Goods

Contaminated Sites Act 2003 DWER Identification, Investigation and Remediation of
Site Contamination.
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2.1.1. Public Drinking Water Source Areas

DWER and Water Corporation protect and manage PDWSA in Western Australia to make sure the
public has access to safe, good quality drinking water now and into the future.

PDWSA include the catchment area of surface water sources (reservoirs) and the recharge area of a
groundwater sources (bore-fields). These areas are presently constituted as water reserves, catchment
areas or underground water pollution control areas under the Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Act 1909, or water reserves or catchment areas under the Country Areas Water Supply Act
1947. For a current list of PDWSA, see our water quality protection note 75 Proclaimed public drinking
water source areas.

2.1.2. Reservoir Protection Zones

Reservoir Protection Zones (RPZ) (termed prohibited zones in current legislation), protect surface water
sources managed under the Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Act 1909 from
contamination by exclusion of access. RPZ consist of a buffer area defined in Drinking Water Source
Protection Plans (DWSPP) within two kilometres of the top water level of reservoirs and include the
reservoir itself.

These zones do not extend outside the catchment area (i.e. downstream from the dam wall). To avoid
the risk of water contamination, catchment protection bylaws are used to prevent people from entering
the RPZ except on public roads. By-law changes are currently being developed to allow a RPZ of up to
two kilometres from reservoirs to be constituted state-wide in DWSPP. More information on RPZ is
available in water quality protection note 14 Reservoir protection zones in public drinking water source
areas.

2.2. Relevant Licences

Environmental Protection Act 1986

Huntly Mine Licence: L6210/1991/10 Expiry: 12/SEP/2035
• Willowdale Mine Licence: L6465/1989/10 Expiry: 04/OCT/2031
• Environmental Protection (Alcoa - Huntly and Willowdale Mine Sites) Exemption Order 2004
• Ministerial Statements 95, 390, 564, 728, 897

Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage or Handling of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007

• Huntly Mine Licence: DGS008201 Expiry: 14/APR/2019
• Willowdale Mine Licence: DGS009279 Expiry: 28/JUL/2021

Dangerous Goods Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007

• Huntly Mine Licence: ETS002357 Expiry: 18/MAY/2019
• Willowdale Mine Licence: ETS002354 Expiry: 18/MAY/2019

Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914

• Banksiadale Dam Licence: 63409 Expiry: 10/JAN/2024
• Pig Swamp Waterhole Licence: 153635 Expiry: 10/JAN/2024
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Boronia Dam Licence: 83356 Expiry: 10/JAN/2024
• Marrinup Nursery Licence: 68893 Expiry: 10/JAN/2024
• Samson Dam Licence: 61024 Expiry: 22/DEC/2022

2.3. Policy

2.3.1. Water Quality Protection Notes

DWER s published Drinking Water Source Protection Plans, Water Quality Protection Notes (WQPN)
and catchment protection policies establish a framework for managing water quality issues. They are
based on current industry standards and incorporate best practice management. These DWER
publications should be used in conjunction with existing statutes, regulations and industry guidelines
when extensions or new developments are planned. Relevant DWER publications are available from its
website.

The WQPN that are relevant to Alcoa s mining operations may include the current versions of (the
number in brackets represents the relevant number for the WQPN):
• Chemical blending (7)

• Groundwater monitoring bores (30)

• Land use compatibility in Public Drinking Water Source Areas (25);

• Liners for containing pollutants using synthetic membranes (26);

• Liners for containing pollutants, using engineered soils (27);

• Mechanical equipment washdown (68);

• Mechanical servicing and workshop facilities (28);

• Roads near sensitive water resources (44);

• Tanks for fuel and chemical storage near sensitive water resources (56);

• Toxic and hazardous substances- storage and use (65); and

• Vegetation buffers to sensitive water resources (6) (Section 4.2.2).

DWER (in consultation with DBCA and DMIRS) has produced the Water Quality Protection Guidelines
Mining and Mineral Processing , which are also relevant to Alcoa s mining operations.

DWER will consult with Alcoa regarding the use of any of new/upgraded policies, environmental
guidelines or protection notes that could apply to Alcoa’s mining operations. Where concerns arise about
the contents of these documents, negotiations will occur between Alcoa and DWER. The current
versions of listed documents are available on the DWER web site.

2.3.3. Australian Drinking Water Guidelines

Developed by the National Health and Medical Research Council, the guidelines have been developed
after consideration of the best available scientific evidence and provide a framework for good
management of drinking water supplies to ensure safety at point of use. They address both the health
and aesthetic quality aspects of supplying good quality drinking water. The Water Corporation has

Government of Western Australia
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entered into a legally binding Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of Health to
implement the  framework for the management of Drinking Water  and ensure that catchment
management and source protection are key elements of the multi barrier approach to achieve safe
drinking water.

Consistent with element 2 of the management framework advocated by the ADWG, hazard identification
and risk assessment is undertaken of all potential hazards, their sources and hazardous events, and an
assessment of the level of risk presented by each. A structured approach is important to ensure that
significant issues are not overlooked and that areas of greatest risk are identified.

3. Mine Planning

3.1. Mining and Management Program

Alcoa submits Mining and Management Programs (MM s) to the MMPLG annually as required by
Ministerial statement 728 Procedure 4 and the Alumina Refinery (Wagerup) Act and Amendment Act
1978.

The MMP will include:
• Five-year mine plans
• The position of its operations in relation to reservoirs and rivers and streams using the Water

Resource Sensitivity Zones (WRSZ) (refer to Section 4.2.2) with the use of spatial data. The
reservoir water level used on plans will be the operating top water level as stipulated by the
Water Corporation.

• A copy of the 5-Year drill plans as spatial data.
• Infrastructure and clearing footprints.

3.2. Clearing Advice

Alcoa is required by the Environmental Protection (Alcoa - Huntly and Willowdale Mine Sites) Exemption
Order to obtain native vegetation clearing approval from the Minister for State Development. The
Minister for State Development has delegated authority for vegetation clearing approval to MOG. Alcoa
submits Clearing Advice applications to MOG requesting approval to clear areas that have been
approved in an MMP. The clearing advice submission shall address Sections 2.3.3 and 4.2.4 in
consultation with Water Corporation.

3.3. New Infrastructure

Through the MMP, 5 Year Mine Plan, and Clearing Advice documents, Alcoa submits infrastructure and
clearing footprints to the MMPLG and MOG for review and approval. Potential impacts to reservoirs,
rivers and streams shall be considered in the infrastructure dosing process and alignments will be
negotiated as part of the MMP and clearing advice submission. Section 4.2.2 will be adhered to during
the infrastructure design process, special consideration will be given to essential infrastructure that
maybe required within Operational Control Area Zone - 1 (such as stream crossings and water supply
infrastructure).

3.4.1 Stormwater Planning

Stormwater management shall be undertaken to prevent turbidity impacts to streams and reservoirs from
mining activities. Run-off from haul roads and infrastructure shall be conveyed by drainage structures
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and retained in sumps. Sumps shall be sized to allow for sufficient time for water quality to improve via
settlement.

The minimum acceptable design criterion for short term sumps is to retain water for a minimum of 5
minutes during rainstorm intensities up to a 5% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)( equivalent to a 20
year Annual Rainfall Interval) . These sumps should not discharge direct into streams but rather
discharge through vegetated land (forest understorey) and via infiltration to allow further polishing.

In some locations infiltration sumps are used because discharge is not possible into a stream zone.
These sumps are designed to allow the water to infiltrate and evaporate leaving the silt behind.
Infiltration sumps are designed with emergency overflows or spillways for storm events that exceed the
designed criterion for the sump.

DWER has developed the Water Quality Protection Note 44, Roads near sensitive water resources
which covers the recommendations for sealed and unsealed roads.

3.4.2 Causeways

Causeway development and operational management are subject to consideration by the MMPLG and
undertaken in accordance with appropriate risk assessment processes. Environmental management
plans will be developed during the design process for all causeways approved by the MMPLG and Water
Corporation.

Environmental management plans will address risk and operational principles as per Sections 2.3.3 and
4.2.2.1. Current management plans are captured in Appendix 3.

3.5. Annual Review

In August each year, Alcoa will host an annual review meeting with DBCA, FPC and Water Corporation
to review, exploration, mining, timber harvesting and burning plans throughout the region. The meetings
provide an opportunity for all personnel to understand each other s plans. The main objective of these
meetings is to integrate operations between all organisations and prevent any operational conflicts from
arising.

Water Corporation will host an annual working arrangements meeting to facilitate best practice
catchment management by discussing Operational Planning, Source Protection and Water Quality
issues relevant to mining operations in Mining Lease 1 SA. This meeting will be conducted in April or
May each year prior to winter.

4. Operational Arrangements

4.1. Access Control

Within RPZs, the aim is to exclude all human activity except for approved essential operations. Alcoa s
operations in the RPZ is;

• Subject to the management zones and buffer areas described in section 4.2.2 and figure 3.

• Limited to those that are impractical to carry out outside the protection zone.

Government of Western Australia
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Water Corporation undertakes surveillance within PDWSA catchments. To determine authorised access
Alcoa shall supply information on the timing, location of its exploration activities including contractors,
equipment and vehicle registrations prior to accessing these areas.

4.2. Protection of Water Quality

4.2.1. Stream Crossing

Stream crossings are constructed during mining where haul roads or conveyor alignments cross stream
zone areas or reservoir water bodies. The materials used in these crossings are to have a sufficient life
expectancy to outlast the crossing. Rehabilitation involving reuse of existing crossings must take into
account the life expectancy of any culverts. The Water Corporation prefers the use of bridges for
crossings that are required after mining ceases.

The location of stream crossings will be completed in accordance with approvals through MMP, 5 Year
Mine Plan, and Clearing Advice documents.

Alcoa is exempt from completing a Bed and Bank Permits when proposed work is to be undertaken on
crown land contained in ML1sa. Approval for the work is delegated to the MMPLG. When work being
proposed is to occur on private land owned by Alcoa, Alcoa will require a Bed and Banks Permit from
DWER. Therefore in most cases stream crossings do not require this permit, however when a stream
crossing is required on Alcoa private property a Bed and Banks permit must be completed as a
component of the approval process with DWER.

4.2.2. Management Zones

In order to manage water quality contamination risks from Alcoa s mining operations within PDWSAs,
two management zones are applied. The two management zones are described in order of proximity
from the top water level of the reservoir (refer to Figure 3).

it • / •   Possibility Alcoa W TER
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Figure 1: Management Zones and Clearing Buffers in relation to mining operations and PDWSAs

Operational Control Area (Zone 1)

The first operational control area (Zone 1) is a  200 m buffer that extends perpendicular from the top
water level around PDWSA reservoirs . It is agreed between DWER, Water Corporation and Alcoa that
access is prohibited except for the purposes of;

• constructing, maintaining or travelling along roads approved through the MMP, 5 Year Mine Plan,
and Clearing Advice documents,

• constructing or maintaining essential infrastructure approved through the MMP, 5 Year Mine Plan,
and Clearing Advice documents,

• conducting a safety inspection prior to blasting via access of prepared roads or tracks.

Operational Control Area (Zone 2)

The second operational control area (Zone 2) is a 300m extension from Zone 1 perpendicular from the
Zone 1 boundary. It further extends 500m upstream of reservoir tributaries (to an extent of 1000m) from
the reservoir. Management Zone 2 has been defined as the  Water Resources Sensitivity Zone , Its
dimensions are defined as per Figure 3.
The Operational Control Area (Zone 2) indicates areas within which Alcoa commits to apply risk
assessment as part of the Clearing Advice and submission of an environmental management plan (or
equivalent document) to ensure that Alcoa activities have no impact on the water resource. This will
describe specific measures that will be used to determine the level of risk and management practices to
reduce level of those risks and prevent impacts on water resources.

Reservoir and Stream Clearing Buffers

Streamline vegetation will be interpreted from Havel Vegetation mapping, with additional field verification
to confirm riparian community boundaries. Buffer distances will be measured at 90 degrees away from
the outer margins of the riparian zones of streams or centre of stream channel. Where margins to
ephemeral waterways are unclear, buffers should be measured outward from grade changes defining
water flow channels.

Therefore, the clearing restriction stream buffers, as applicable to the mining operations, are
summarised below in Table 2:
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Table 2: Clearing Restriction Stream Buffers

Stream Order Clearing Restriction Buffer 
1st and 2nd Order (with in P1 PDWSAs) 20m from edge of stream zone

vegetation based on Havel vegetation
mapping. Alternatively, if no vegetation is
present, 20m from grade changes
defining water flow channels/centre of
stream channel.

3rd Order + (outside Management Zone
2)

30m beyond stream zone vegetation
based on Havel mapping

1000m upstream of top water level of
PDWSA reservoirs.

Note Samson Dam, Serpentine Dam,
South Dandalup Dam and North
Dandalup Dam are managed as P1
areas with RPZ.

50m beyond stream zone vegetation (As
approved through risk management
strategies)

Reservoir Top Water Level
• No clearing within operational control

area Zone 1.

• Clearing within operational zone 2
subject to clearing advise and
approval of a EMP by Water
Corporation.

4.2.2.1. Environmental Management Plans

A risk assessment framework in line with documents listed below is presented in Appendix 4. This risk
assessment agreed between DWER, Water Corporation and Alcoa forms the basis with which risk to a
water resource is accurately identified and the level of management that is needed to mitigate risk to
levels that are consistent with the ADWG and Water Corporation operational policies.

• Water quality protection note 77; Risk Assessment of Public Drinking Water Source Areas, consistent
with ADWG framework element 2; and

• Water Corporation PCY135 Operational Management Policy and PCY 272 Drinking Water Source
Protection Policy

4.2.3 Hazardous Substances

Hazardous materials are managed and stored in accordance with the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004
and its subsidiary legislation, as in accordance with the MWSSD by-laws 1981. Public Service Circular
88 (PSC88) outlines herbicides which have been assessed as safe to use within Drinking Water
Catchments.

¦  r f< • Possibility Alcoa water
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4.2.3.1 Approval to use Chemicals in Drinking Water Catchments

When Alcoa identifies the need to use a chemical that will be released to the environment (e.g. fertilisers,
dust suppressants, herbicides, pesticides) within a proclaimed drinking water catchment, Alcoa will
complete Water Corporation document "Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of Chemical Use in a
Drinking Water Catchment  located in Appendix 5.

This document has been developed specially to facilitate the process of chemical approvals for Alcoa
mining operations. Water Corporation, in consultation with DWER, will assess the submission and make
the final decision on the approval of each chemical.

Water Corporation will consult with the WA Department of Health and the WA Pesticide Advisory
Committee as necessary using the Pesticide and chemical application process (Appendix 7).

5. Monitoring

5.1. Stream monitoring

Water Corporation undertakes stream sampling of all reservoir tributaries during periods of sustained
flow to assess and monitor water quality entering reservoirs. Each tributary is risk assessed using the
ADWG and analysis of parameters is determined based catchment condition and land uses within each
catchment area. Tributaries within the influence of mining areas are analysed for any potential
contamination from Alcoa activities. Water quality data is compared to pre-mining historic data to detect
any effect on water quality from mining within the catchment.

5.2. Turbidity Monitoring

Alcoa has turbidity monitoring program to assess and ensure performance of mine site storm water
management. It consists of the following features;

Compliance Monitoring Points
Stream turbidity monitoring points upstream of neighbours private water supply facilities or public
drinking water reservoirs are referred to as Compliance Monitoring Points. The turbidity level at these
points reflects the quality of water entering a reservoir, or becoming available for public use. Where
telemetry is available, live data is transmitted to site to allow for a quick response to investigate elevated
readings. Where transmission via telemetry is restricted, data is downloaded monthly or after every
20mm or greater rain event. The location of compliance monitoring points is selected in consultation with
Water Corporation and DBCA using spatial information to determine catchment size and influence.

Gove'rjnerit of Weste   Australia
Department cl Water and

Environment l Regulation
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Local Monitoring Points
Upstream from the Compliance Monitoring Points are a number of Local Monitoring Points. These are
selected by Alcoa to provide short term information on the performance of the drainage infrastructure of
the mine, and are typically located in streams below haul road crossings, or a series of large mine pits.
Monitoring at these points may use turbidity sensors, stage rise samplers, or grab samples.

Checks of the drainage infrastructure and stormwater management controls around the mine are
completed when a 5% or greater probability of greater than 20mm is predicted and daily during rainfall
periods to ensure runoff and turbidity are controlled.

When the requirement for a new monitoring point arises, a field inspection is undertaken with the Water
Corporation s MOG representative to agree on the exact location of the monitoring point. This will be
confirmed in writing. Alcoa will then notify DBCA and DWER of its intention to install a new monitoring
point and request formal approval. If clearing of vegetation is required a Local Clearing Notice should be
submitted to DBCA for approval.

6. Inspections, Incident Management and Reporting

6.1. Inspections

Inspection of Alcoa operations will be conducted by Water Corporation licenced compliance officers
(Catchment Rangers and Technical Advisors). Water Corporation patrol and inspect proclaimed drinking
water catchments based on land uses and risk to water quality in line with their powers under the
MWSSD Act 1909 and Water Services Act 2013.

In compliance with Mines Safety and Inspection Act 1994, Mines Safety and Inspections Regulations
1995, Water Corporation will notify mine site security prior to entering active mining areas. Water
Corporation will make officers available to complete the appropriate mine site driver permit and access
haul roads in compliant mine spec vehicles.

6.2. Incident Management

6.2.1 Reportable Events

Alcoa will report all incidents to the appropriate regulator as part of its incident reporting and
management system as required under relevant legislation.

Under section 72 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986, companies must report discharges of waste
likely to cause pollution or environmental harm to DWER as soon as practicable by calling the Pollution
Watch Hotline on 1300 784 782. Written notifications can be lodged following the verbal notification by
completing the Waste Discharge Notification Form and emailing it, along with photographs and a map
showing the discharge point to: pollutionwatch@dwer.wa.gov.au.

Refer to the DWER Fact Sheet: Notification of waste discharges for further information on reporting
requirements and responsibilities for notifications under the Environmental Protection Act 1986.

An  event that has an impact or poses a significant risk to water resources will be reported to the Water
Corporation and DWER Kwinana-Peel regional office as per contact details specified in Appendix 7.

Goverr.menl of Western Australia
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Notification time frames differ based on severity/location of event, at a minimum all events will be
reported monthly on or by the 7th day of each month. Table 3 summarises notification time frames for
ease of use. Water Corporation will review events and report to stakeholders such as DWER and the
Department of Health. Incident reports will contain the following information;

• Timing of Incident, date for low risk events and time and date for high risk events.

• Incident description.

•  emediation actions completed and planned.

• Location with coordinates for all incidents.

The following events have been determined as reportable to the Water Corporation.

Turbidity Events

• Compliance Monitoring Point exceeding a 25NTU reading for 1 hour.

• Other events (e.g. unplanned discharge of turbid water from sumps or pits) deemed to have caused
or having the potential to cause an impact to water quality.

Turbidity events are reported as environmental incidents and investigated. Events are reported to Water
Corporation within 24 hours or soon as practicable after of the event has been identified. Alcoa will
investigate all turbidity events and the cause of the event and any corrective actions will be discussed
with the Water Corporation.

If stream turbidity is caused by other factors unrelated to the mining operation the events will still be
raised as incidents and investigated. Where appropriate the events will be reported to DBCA and/or
Water Corporation and Alcoa will assist where practicable to minimise the discharge of turbid water into
streams.

Stormwater Management Failures

Drainage failures will be reported as incidents. This will include mine pits overflows; haul road drainage
failures, overflow of infiltration ponds and failure of settlement ponds.

Loss of Containment

Water Corporation classifies Loss of Containment (LOG) events as minor less than 100 litres and major
over 100 litres. When LOG does occur, they are remediated as soon as practicable in line with Alcoa s
Mining Policy on Loss of Containment. This policy is part of a training package deployed to all
employees to ensure swift clean-up of all LOG events.
Alcoa are committed to minimising fuel, lubricant, hydraulic losses of containment (spills) associated with
the use of heavy machinery. Mining has an implemented and maintained Emergency Response Plan
(ERP) that includes LOG response and management procedures and meets the recommendations of the
DWER. If a contaminant spills an emergency response plan should be consistent with information on
contaminant spills and pollution reporting online here https://www.der.wa.qov.au/your-
environment/reportinq-pollution.
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Compliance Failures

The failure of waste water systems associated with mining operations to meet specified limits will be
reported as incidents.

Unauthorised Access

Water Corporation undertakes surveillance and bylaw enforcement within PDWSA catchments. In the
event that Water Corporation officers contact Alcoa personal within restricted areas outside of active
mining areas, Water Corporation will advise Alcoa, if access was not for legitimate reasons it will be
raised as an incident. Water Corporation officers will follow standard procedures when encountering
individuals outside of mining areas this will include requesting name, address and conducting an
interview with the persons present.

Table 3: Matrix of reportable events, notification and reporting requirements.

Incident Description Location Notification Report Investigation
Report

Drainage
failure

Stormwater
Overflow

Within OCA
- Zone 1

Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By the 7  of
each month

Y

Drainage
failure

Stormwater
Overflow

Within OCA
- Zone 2

Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By the 7th of
each month

Y

Drainage
failure

Stormwater
Overflow

Proclaimed
Catchment

- By the 7,h of
each month

N

Turbidity
Event

Exceeding 25NTU
for 1 hour at
compliance point

Proclaimed
Catchment

Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By the 7th of
each month

Y

LOG Over100L Within OCA
- Zone 1

Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By the 7  of
each month

Y

LOG Over 5001 Within OCA
- Zone 2

Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By they01 of
each month

Y

LOG Over  OOL Within RPZ Within 24hrs
of
identification.

By the 7th of
each month

N

LOG All volumes Proclaimed
Catchment

- By the 7th of
each month

N

6.3. Reporting

Alcoa provides information on its environmental performance through a variety of mechanisms. A more
detailed explanation of the performance of each mine is given in the Annual and Triennial Environmental
Reviews, which are submitted to the Department of Jobs Tourism Science and Innovation (DJTSI) in
March and distributed to the MMPLG members Annual DWER licence reports are also provided to Water
Corporation for information.
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Water resource data collected by Alcoa may be of use to DWER and/or the Water Corporation in the
management of Drinking Water Catchment Areas. In addition to reporting high turbidity events as part of
the formal reporting process, the raw data will be retained by Alcoa and may be provided to DWER and
the Water Corporation if requested.

As per Section 6.2.1 incident reports will be submitted by the 7lh of each month for the previous calendar
month.

A letter is sent to the Water Corporation and WA Department of Health each year indicating the quantity
of pesticides (including herbicides) used at Alcoa mining operations.

6.4. Summary of Commitments

A summary of commitments to promote efficiency of these working arrangements is located in Table 4.
Table 4: Summary of Commitments

Commitment Relevant
Section

In August each year, Alcoa will host an annual review meeting with DBCA,
FPC and Water Corporation to review, exploration, mining, timber harvesting
and burning plans throughout the region

3.5

Water Corporation will host an annual working arrangements meeting to
share relevant information and facilitate best practise catchment
management.

3.5

Alcoa shall supply information on the timing, location of its exploration
activities including contractors, equipment and vehicle registrations prior to
accessing these areas.

4.1

Alcoa will not access within OCA - Zone 1, other than agreed exceptions
specified in working arrangements

4.2.2

Alcoa to apply risk assessment as part of the Clearing Advice and
submission of an environmental management plan (or equivalent document)
in OCA - Zone 2.

4.2.2

Alcoa to apply stream clearing buffers as per Table 2 4.2.2
Alcoa to seek approval for chemical use as per  Alcoa Submission form for
the Approval of Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchment  located in
Appendix 5.

4.2.3.1

Alcoa to review compliance turbidity point data after every 20 mm or greater
rain event or at a minimum monthly.

5.2

Alcoa to engage MOG representative and seek approval locating new
compliance monitoring points.

5.2

Water Corporation to notify mine security prior to entering active mining
areas

6.1

Water Corporation will make officers available to complete appropriate mine
site driver training.

6.1

Alcoa to complete incident notification and reporting as per Section 6.2. 6.2
Alcoa to provide letter indicating the quantity of pesticides (including
herbicides) used at Alcoa mining operations annually.

6.3
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Append x 1 - MMPLG Terms of Reference
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MINING AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM LIAISON GROUP
Terms of Reference - as at 24 December 2013

(replaces the MMPLG s Environmental Policy of 27 November 2006)

BACKGROUND AND ROLE

The Mining and Management Program Liaison Group (MMPLG) was created in 1979 by
an arrangement between Alcoa and the State pursuant to the Alumina Refinery
(Wagerup) Agreement and Acts Amendment 1978.

The MMPLG s primary role is to:

1. Oversee ail activities associated with Alcoa s mining, infrastructure and associated
activities occurring within Mining Lease 1SA in the Darling Range of Western
Australia.

2. Provide quality advice to the Minister for State Development, who is responsible for
the Alcoa State Agree ents, on the environmental and social acceptability of the
Mining and Management Programs (MMPs), which are five-year rolling mine plans
prepared annually by Alcoa.

3. Authorise clearing for mining and associated requirements in line with MMPs
approved by the responsible Minister.  Note that Alcoa has an exemption under the
EP Act that empowers the MMPLG to approve native vegetation clearing activities.)

4. To oversee the activities of the Mining Operations Group created to address on-going
operational issues, within the framework set by the MMPLG.

5. To oversee the work of the Bauxite Hydrology Committee in relation to bauxite mining
in the Intermediate Rainfall Zone, east of the 1100mm rainfall isohyet.

In August 1995, the then Minister for the Environment in Ministerial Statement 390 set
Procedures as part of his approval of the Wagerup III expansion proposal. These
Procedures recognised the role of the MMPLG and required it to:

1. Ensure that Alcoa s mine plans are developed and implemented  ith due regard to
the potential impacts of mining on the environment and the local co munity;

2. Co-ordinate environmental auditing of the MMPs submitted with Alcoa s draft mine
plans;

3. Oversee the ongoing development and approval of rehabilitation completion criteria
and undertake formal five-yearly reviews of the criteria; and

. Ensure best practice environmental management principles are applied.

By agreement bet een Alcoa and the State, the MMPLG process which applied to the
Wagerup refinery project (Willowdale mine) also now applies to the mine serving the
Kwinana and Pinjarra operations (Huntly).

MEMBERSHIP

• Department of State Development (DSD)
o Chair
o Executive Officer

MMPLG Terms of Reference - 24 December 2010



• Department of Environment Regulation (DE )
o Licensing

• Department of Parks & Wildlife (DPaW)
o Environment
o Protection (forest)

• Department of Water (DoW)
o Water
o Salinity

• Water Corporation
o Planning
o Water Production

• Department of Mines and Petroleum (Mining and  nvironment) (D P)
o Mine safety issues

• OTHER - Office of the EPA and Depart ent of Health as required

The MMPLG meets at least twice yearly and conducts field inspections to coordinate and
assist its decision making and advice to the Minister for State Development. Alcoa
provides appropriate staff to brief the MMPLG during its meetings and field visits.

Su  Committees of the MMPLG

• The Mining Operations Group ( OG) consists of:
> DPaW - Chair & co-ordination (3  embers)
> Water Corporation (1 member)
> DSD (1 member)

The role of MOG is to oversee and report to the M PLG on the environmental (including
forest clearing) and community issues arising from the day to day operational activities
conducted at Alcoa s  ine sites.

• CAR Informal Reserves Evaluation Committee (CARIREC) consists of:
> DPaW - Chair & co-ordination (2 members)
> Water Corporation (1 member)
> DSD (1 member)

Conservation Council of WA (1 member)

The CARIREC was set-up as a result of a process agreed to by the MMPLG an  the EPA
to evaluate Alcoa s planned incursions into CAR Informal Reser es within Alcoa’s mining
lease, as required under the Regional Forest Agreement. The CARIREC reports its
findings and recommendations to the MMPLG which, in turn, makes its recommendations
direct to the EPA on the acceptability of Alcoa s proposals.

• Bauxite Hydrology Committee (BHC) consists of:
DoW (Chair)

> Water Corporation
Alcoa World Alumina Australia

> CSIRO
> University of Western Australia
> Curtin University
> Worsley Alumina Pty Ltd
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The BHC s role is to investigate and report on the influence of Alcoa s mining operations
on the salinity balance of soil and waters in the Inter ediate rainfall zone.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRINCIPLES

In addition to best practice environmental management principles, the MMPLG operates
in accordance with the following principles:

• Sustainable development, environmental protection will be integrated with mine and
refinery planning, operations and decommissioning planning.

• Community consultation: to ensure that relevant communities adjacent to existing and
planned mining operations are/have been adequately consulted on matters that might
affect or be of interest to them.

• Concept of the precautionary approach: the MMPLG will carefully evaluate Alcoa s
M P s on the basis of:

(a) avoiding, where practicable, significant or irreversible damage to the
environment by undertaking preventative action in the face of uncertain risks; and
(b) assessing the risk-weighted consequences of various options.

• Environmental costs: the company shall bear the environmental management and
protection costs of its mining and refining operations.

• Pollution prevention: appropriate measures shall be taken to  revent the discharge of
polluting wastes to the environment.

• Rehabilitation: mined areas of State forest will be returned to State management only
when rehabilitated to an agreed documented standard.

•  Life-of-project  environmental management: environmental planning and management
shall consider and encompass the expected life of the mining and refining operations
and their cumulative impacts.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC ION OBJECTIVES

The MMPLG and Alcoa recognise that the co pany s mining operations take place in a
sensitive environ ental and social setting. The following objectives guide the MMPLG
when it discusses the draft MM s with Alcoa and subsequently provides advice to the
Minister for State Development (responsible for administering Alcoa’s State Agreements).

Performance Quality and Continuous Improvement

The MM LG will regularly and critically review its performance and will join with Alcoa in
implementing better processes and techniques that might become available over time.
The EPA will be provi ed with a revised document when significant changes are made to
these Terms of Reference.

Rehabilitation
• Forest areas that have been mined will be rehabilitated as defined in the five-year mine

plans considered by the MMPLG and in accordance with a prescription agreed between
Alcoa and DPaW.

• The rehabilitated areas must meet agreed completion criteria before management
responsibility is returned to the State. The Minister for the Environment, on the advice
of DPaW, will sign a certificate of acceptance for each area to be returned.
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• The various completion criteria being developed through the MMPLG will cover a
range of matters and, with public interaction, will be subject to continuous
improvement. The approved completion criteria will be publicly available.

Forest Disease
Alcoa s  ining activities should not accelerate the spread of forest disease, such as
dieback.

• All practicable management and hygiene measures shall be implemented.

Water Resource Protection

Mining activities should not permanently increase the turbidity or salt content of public
water resources.

• Unavoidable i pacts should be small, temporary an  must not affect the beneficial use
of the resource. If harmed, private water supplies must be made good.

• Unless approved by DPaW, rehabilitation should be designed not to reduce long term
stream yields below that generated from equivalent unmined areas, provided
objectives of ecological sustainability have been satisfied.

Landscape Protection
• The impact of mining upon landscape values will be minimised. The duration of

unavoidable i pacts will be limited by early rehabilitation.

Utilisation of Wood Waste from Forest Clearing
When forest is cleared from bauxite mining areas, the burning of wood waste shall be
mini ised. Alcoa will regularly brief the MMPLG on economic ways to maximise the
use of wood waste, either for commercial purposes or to environmentally improve
rehabilitated areas.

Noise Impacts from Mining and Overland Bauxite Conveyors
• Noise levels measured at noise sensitive premises, such as houses, shall comply with

Regulations established under the Environmental Protection Act, or with levels set
under the provisions of that Act.

Impacts on Community Lifestyle and Amenity

The community should not be unduly affected as a result of mining operations. These
impacts include:

• Safety
• Health
• Noise
• Dust
• Traffic
• Water supplies and
• Amenity.

Alcoa shall implement effective control measures and maintain appropriate separation
distances between residents and mining activity, or reach agreement with directly
affected landowners where circumstances justify this approach.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING

The Minister for Environment has determined that the MMPLG will co-ordinate
environmental auditing of the MMPs. The MMPLG will ensure that:

• MMPs are consistent with relevant commitments made by Alcoa and with the
Conditions set by the Minister for the  nvironment;

• MMPs are consistent with the  nvironmental Principles and Objectives of these Terms
of Reference; and

• Alcoa implements those commitments that are relevant to the MMP process.

These are the Performance Indicators for the policy implementation.

PROCESS AND REPORTING

The Mining and Management Programs (MMPs) describe all areas to be mined by Alcoa
and the environmental measures to be applied. The MMPs shall be submitted annually
and consist of rolling five-year operational plans, within conceptual t enty-five year
envelopes for each mine site. They are subject to approval by the Minister for State
Development, on advice from the MMPLG.

In addition to setting out the operational plans for mining and environmental
management, Alcoa s annual MMP reports will include the following:

• Aspects of environmental planning and performance that are relevant to the audit
activities described above;

• Issues brought to the attention of Alcoa by the  MPLG;
• Certificates of Acceptance relating to rehabilitated areas; and
• Salient matters relating to community consultation.

The draft MMPs will be reviewed by the members of the MMPLG, on behalf of their
espective agencies, and their comments referred by the Chair for Alcoa s information

and attention. Alcoa  ill submit the final M Ps to the Minister for State Development,
who will consider their acceptability in the context of formal a vice supplied to him by the
M PLG.

The Minister for State Development will consult with the Minister for  nvironment that
adequate consultation has occurred with key agencies etc prior to a final decision to
approve the MMPs is made. When the Minister for Environment has concurred that this
process has taken place, the Minister for State Development will formally advise Alcoa
that the MMPs have been approved.
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Appendix 2 - Map of Public Drinking Water Source Areas in the Metropolitan Region
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Appendix 3 - Environmental Management Plans for Causeways
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Bauxite Mining/Environmental/Surface and Storm Water

Serpentine Dam Causeway Construction and
Operational Plan (HUN)

Huntly
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lcoa World Alumina Australia

Huntly Mino
PO Box 172
PINJARRA WA 6208

ENL RGEMENT OF THE WESTERN SUMP SYSTEM AT SERPENTINE
CROSSING

I refer to your correspondence dated 10 Decem er 2013 that submitted to the
Mining and Ma agement Program Liaison Group (MMPLG) for approv l,  
revise   esign for the enlargement of the western sump system at Serpentine
Crossing.

The correspondence was referred to the MMPLG for comment and overall the
feedback from members  as that the enlargement  as acceptable. As you are
aware, the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) comme ted about an
edge protection issue. Alcoa responded on 09 Janu ry 201  that it was
proposed to install Armco r iling to provide adequate protection from inadvertent
access by any equi ment that may enter the area particularly given the lo 
speed nature of the access. This ap ears to b satisfactor  DMP but will
nee  to be confirmed by the District Inspector, when he
returns from leave.

Therefore, subject to this final confirmation, on behalf of the MMPLG I hereby
a prove the enlargement of the western sum  system al Serpentine Crossing.

Yours sincerely

MINING AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM LIAISON GROUP

28 January 201 
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Bauxite Mining/Environmental/Surface and Storm Water

Serpentine Dam Causeway Construction and
Operational Plan (HUN)

Huntly
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Alcoa s Huntly mine is the largest bauxite  ine in the world, supplying approximately 23 million
tonnes of ore annually to Alcoa's Kwinana and Pinjarra alumina refineries. Huntly mine is located
on the Darling Range, north  est of Dwellingup,  ith mining activities currently occurring  ithin
the McCoy crusher region. Alcoa's Mineral Lease (1 SA) extends to 2045. Bauxite reser es in the
McCoy region are forecast to be exhausted by 2014 at the expected rate of refinery demand. At
that time mini g operations will relocate to the next available mine region.

The Myara region imme iatel  to the north of  cCoy has been identified as the next available,
strategic and economic mine region. With current ore development information mining is
expected to last for ten to twelve years. The region is located adjacent to the Serpentine Dam (a
public drinking water dam) and there is a need to cro s the southe   ami of Serpentine Dam at
some point to access a significant amount of ore located to the east. This crossing is significant
because it intersects a Priority 1 drinkin   ater dam.

It is Alcoa's intention that the ongoing operation of Serpentine Crossing and its facilities pose
minimal risk to the quality of that drinking water. The proposal for design, construction and the
ongoing operation of the crossing  ill be key in ensuring that there is no risk to the water quality
of Serpentine Dam.

1.2 Scope and Application of Document

This Ope ati g Strategy was developed in consultation with the Huntly Production Asset Owner
and other stakeholders for the purpose of the Execution Phase for Project MD0442 - Relocation
of Huntly Op rations to Myara. D tailed engineering designs have been under ay since June
2010.

The purpose of the Serpentine Crossing Construction and Operational Plan is to pro ide all the
necessary information for the MMPLG to revie  the final Serpe tine Crossing engineering
designs, provide comment and ulti ately pro i e appro al for the project to go ahead. Version 3
of this document sum arised the risk assessment process undertaken for identifying the
crossing location and the subsequent engineering and administration controls to be put in place
to mitigate the identified risks. The detail of options considered and the risk assess ent process
are includ d in Appendix A of this version of the Constructio  and Operational Management Plan
(version 4).

Conditional Min rig and Management Program Liaison Group (MMPLG) approval for the
constructio  of Ser entine Crossing was recei ed April 2011 (version 3), pending further
discussions on  ater qu lity sampling for hydroc rbons prior to discharge into the reservoir, and
application of Alcoa's Red Alert process to the sump operatio s. These items  ere resolved in
June 2012, and the outcomes have been included into version four of the plan. This current
version also requests approval for additional constructio  wor s on the weste   side of the
crossing (see Section 1.2.1).

This plan  as develo ed to complement the alread  existing en ironmental procedures in place
for environmental aspects directly associated  ith the management of a haul road crossing, such
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as spill response and turt>idity management. For further  etail on the extensive environmental
manageme t programs already in place, please refer to WA Mining Operations Environmental
Management Manual (Appendix B).

At commencement of minin  activities at Myara, the operating procedures outline  in this
document will be transferred to Alcoa's Controlled Document Syste  and for  a part of standard
operating procedures for the site. These procedures have been drafted and are included in
Appendix C.

1.2.1 Enlargement of Third Stage of Wester  Sump

Re-submission of this construction and o erational management plan (version 4) in N vember
2013 relates specifically to Alcoa s request to enlarge the third stage of the sump on the weste  
side of the Serpentine Crossing.

Follo ing completion of the constr ction of Serpentine Crossing in sum er 2012/2013, the
crossing and associated sump s stem have functioned in an operational capacity through one
winter. The operational requirements associated  ith discharging water from the sumps, as
detailed in Section 5.2, combined  ith se eral months of above average rainfall experienced
during winter 2013 has prompted a re-assess ent of the Serpentine Crossing sump volumes.
Constraints experienced in water quality analysis turnaround time means that the sumps must
have the capacity to contain runoff water for several days.

The proposed enlargement for the  este   sump, as detailed in Appendix E, is based on a 1 in
500 year Average Recurrence Inter al (ARI) for a storm event of 24 hour duration. The  este  
sump  as originally designed to a 1 in 200 year ARI for a storm e ent of 5 minute duration
(ho ever, it was constructed to a 1 in 500 year ARI for a storm e ent of 5 minute duration). Alcoa
proposes this sump enlargement design to ensure ma imum capacit  for any spills on the
crossing, e en in extreme  eather con itions. It  ill also reduce the risk of water overflo  from
the sump prior to water quality analysis results being receiv d by providi g capacity to r tain
runoff from rainfall events o er se eral days.

An assessment of the east rn sump has also been conducted to confir  that the easte   sump
capacity is sufficient to contain a 24 hour stor  event of greater than a 1 in 500 ARI (Table 1).
Due to the capacity of the easte   sump and a de onstrated increased water infiltration
capability, it was deter ined that this sump does not require modification. There  ere no
occasions during  inter 2013 that the easte   sump water levels were high enough to require
sampling and discharge.

Table 1: Capacity of Eastern Sump at Serpentine Crossing

Storm events
over a 24hr
eriod

Rainfall (m) C tchm nt area
(m j

Volume of runoff
(m )

Curr nt c pacity
(m1)

1 in 5COyr ARI 0.216 2250 486 800

1 in2COyr 0.182 2250 432 800

Alcoa is seeking appro al to ca y out the  este   sump enl rgeme t over summer 2013/2014.
Clearing approval  ill be obtained through the Mining Operations Group (MOG) process in
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October 2013, su ject to MMPLG approval. The en ironmental controls that will be implemented
during the construction worts are detailed in Section 4.2.4.

2 Serpentine Crossing

2.1 Serpentine Dam Overview

Serpentine Da  is o e of the major water supply dams for Perth. Weste   Australia The dam is
used to store water which is released at a controlle  rate to regulate the level in Serpentine
Pipehead Dam, which in tu   feeds water to the metropolitan trunk main networ  depen ing on
demand (Figure 1).

The Pipehe d Dam, located 7 km upstream of the Serpentine Falls, was opened in 1957. It is 6
km long, has a capacity of 3.14 GL and a surface area of 60.8 ha. The Serpentine Main Dam was
finished in 1961, and has a capacity of 138 GL. The surface area of the dam at full capacity is
1067 ha. The Main Dam is supplied by two rivers: the Serpentine River, which enters the northe  
a i and Big Brook, which enters the southern arm. The total catchment area is 664 km2.

Figure 1: Sat llite imag  of th  S rpentine System showing th  Pip head

The Serpentine Scheme is an important component in the Water Corporation s Metropolitan
Integrated Water Supply System (IWSS), bec use of its ability to provide a peaking facility. The
Metropolitan Water Supply S stem includes surface reservoirs, ground ater and desalination.
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2.2 Requ rement for Serpentine Crossing

The Myara caisher region has a total of around 270 Mt of bauxite, with approximately 97 Mt of
located in the Lang subregion, located east of the southern arm of Serpentine dam (Figure 2).
Access to the Lang region  ill require the construction and operabon of a haul road causeway
over the southern ami of the Ser entine Dam to allow bauxite ore to lie economically haule 
back to the Myara crusher.

Access to the Lan  sub-re ion ore is also important in assisting with the management of noise
constrained mining in the Myara region. Without Lang sub-region ore, Myara would ha e a
distribution of 50/50 nois  constrained/non-noise constrained ore Ixidies which is unmanageable
without an additional crusher.

For details of options for the crossing location considered, see Appendix A.

Figure 2: Myara Crusher Region including Options 1 and 2 for Serp ntine Dam Crossing. Option 1 consists of
two potential alignments (Alignm nt A and Alignment B, 700 m apart).

2.3 Serpentine Dam Crossing Risk Assessment, Selection and Approval

In May 2008, Professor Barry Hart from Water Science Pty Ltd was engaged to undertake an
assessment of the risk to water quality in Serpentine Main Dam associated with the construction
and operation of both Options 1 or 2 a haul-road crossing (c useway) of the southe   ar  of the
dam (Appendix D). For further details of the risk assessment process, crossing selecbon and
approval, see Appendix A

A number of design and operational specifications were committed to as part of the option
selection and advice to the Water Corporation. These commit ents are included  ithin this plan
and  ill be strictly adhered to.
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3 Serpentine Crossing Construction

3.1 Crossing Design

Alcoa understands that Serpentine Dam is an important part of Perth's ongoing water supply. The
construction and operation of Serpentine Crossing within the Resen/oir Protection Zone (RPZ),
and buffers of a PI reservoir (as outlined in the Working Arrangements Between Alcoa World
Alumina Australia, the Department of Water and the Water Corporation Covering Alcoa s Mining
Operations in the Darling Range),  oses a possible risk to Perth's drinking water. However, with
the crossing design and controls implemented, the risk to water quality can be adequately
managed. Alcoa will manage the crossing to ensure minimal impact on the Water Corporation s
normal operation of Serpentine Dam as a result of Serpentine Crossing construction and
operation.

Serpentine Crossing  as constructed over summer 2012/2013, to the following specifications.
For more detail on options in estigated and specifications of optio s s lected, see Appendix A.

• Single concrete arch culvert with 12 m span to accommodate 1:200 year rainfall event;
•  ing  alls installed on arch ay to protect cause ay embankment,
• Rock pitching from stream entry to exit (including within arch) for strea  bank protection;
• Eastern sump constr cted  ith holding capacity of 1 in 500 year ARI event for 24 hr

duration;
• West    sump designed for 1 in 200 year ARI e ent for 5 minute duration, and

constructed with holding capacity of 1 in 500 year ARI event for 5 minute duration.
Op ration of the sump post-construction has demonstrated that a larger capacity than
originally designed is required in the western sump to allow for water quality analysis
turnaround times (Section 1.2.1);

• Sumps are three-stag  sumps to ensure no release of hydrocarbon-contaminated  ater
into the strea  ch nnel;

• Multistage inverted cul erts are installed bet een ea h sta e:

¦ Small diameter  T-joint  gal anised invert pip s installed between all stages (5 x
lOOnb stage 1 to 2; 5 x 65nb stage 2 to 3) to restrict the movement of
hydrocarbons should they enter the first stage sump whilst allowing sufficient
retention time in the first stage for sediment to settle from the water and ability to
lower the water level in that stage pro iding for surge capacity for the next stor 
event. Follo ing the first winter in operation, se eral of the small in ert  ipes were
blocked off, leaving only two open s all invert pi es bet een each stage. This
was undertaken to further encourage sediment settling by increasing the retention
time in the first and second stages;

¦ Large diameter  T-joint" galv nised invert pipes installed bet een all stages (5 x
200nb) and bet een the sump and the da  at a higher le el. There are no valves
on these pipes ensuring flow is not restricted between stages  hile still retaining
hydrocarbons in the first stage;

• Small dia eter  T-joint  invert pipes installed bet een the sump and the stream channel.
The system is operated as a closed s stem, in which discharge from the small pipes of
water into the stream channel is controlled with valves and a manual discharge procedure
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(similar to Samson Dam). This ensures  ater quality is tested and meets requirements prior
to discharge. Refer to Section 5.2.1 for details on this process;

• Emergency overflo s constructed above the 1 in 200 year reservoir level (RL 212.39 m) in
the third stage of the sumps  hich are rock pitched to slow  ater velocity preventing
turbidity;

• Stages 1 and 2 are lined with a high density polyethylene liner to prevent infiltration;

• Visual marker installed  ithin the sump to indicate the sediment level at which clean out
should be initiated and the level to  hich sediment should be removed to ensure the liner is
not compromised;

• Bitumen sealed road surface to reduce generation of sediment an  turbidity. The bitumen
will be extended from chainage 4200 to 4700 during summer 2013J2014;

• Minimum cross fall on the causeway of 3% with a maximum of 5% to re uce wear on the
seated surface an  acco modate smooth transition zones;

• 1.75 m bunding along sides of Serpentine Crossing (1.5 m high precast concrete retaining
wall sections along the roa  ay edges, backfilled  ith earth to 1.75 m and pro iding
additional stability for the retaining wall sections);

• Earth e bankme t fill on the outer sides for s the shape of the roc  protecte 
embankment batters from the bund to the dam floor;

• Roc  pitching from top of Serpentine Crossing emban ment to d m floor  ith rock obtained
from selected sources approved by Alcoa. Maximum rock size is generally  etween 300
and 400m ; and

• A facility for long term storage of hydrocar on response equipment is in place at the
crossing, Refer to Appen ix C for operational procedures which include equipment details
r lating to this facility.

Provision has be n made for access to forest tracks intersecting the crossing on the  este   s de
of the dam (Figure 3). As agreed in consultation with the Departnaent of Par s and Wildlife
(DPaW) and Water Corporation, p ovision of access to the easte   forest track is  ot required. It
is important that the crossing does not beco e a conduit for public access to reservoir.
Therefore gating and signage  ill  e installed restricting access to the long ter  forest access
from the crossing on the north    si e. No gating is required on access to the southe   side of
the crossing.
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Figure 3: Acc ss will be maintained to forest tracks on th  western side of th  caus way
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4 Construction Management

4.1 Construction of Serpentine Crossing

Construction of Serpentine Crossing was completed summer 2012/2013. For  etails of the
construction sequence, see Appen ix   Enlargement of t e western sump third sta e is planned
to commence summer 2013/2014, subject to MMPLG approval.

As with any stream crossing construction built  ithin Alcoa's mining envelope, Alcoa will ensure
constr ction works associated with enlargement of the weste   sump third stage will be
undertaken in periods when risk of significant rainfall e ents occurring is lo  (November to April).
In addition, as recommended by the Water Corporation, Alcoa will maintain a 100m b ffer
bet een the crossing and the water body during constr ction. Weather forecasts  ill be used to
assess if operations should continue when rainfall e e ts are predicted following the Alcoa Red
Alert process, ancL or cease when a  ajor cyclone/stomi event is predicted by these forecasts.

H droc rbon spill equipment is located at Serpentine Crossing (for details see Section 5.5) to
quickly and effectively manage any hydroc rbon spills that could potentially occur as a result of
hydraulic hose fail re or breakdo n of constructio  equipment. Excavation equipment  ill  e in
the area throughout the construction period so  ill be able to remove contaminated soil should
loss of containment occur.

Alcoa w ll ensure that the Water Corporation and Department of Water are notified in  riting prior
to commenc ment of construction and will allow ti e for site inspection prior to and during the
constr ction phase. Alcoa will aim to reduce the construction period as much as possible.

4.1.1 Enlargement of Third Stage of Western Sump

Pending MMPLG approval, the construction wor s planned to be carried o t during sum er
201 /2014 include:

• Enlarge ent of the third stage of the  este   sump by 2520 3 to a total capacity of 3975m3
as per design in Appendix E;

• Extension of the su -soil drainage along the toe of the   stern cut batter to r duce lateral
inflow of ground water into the sumps;

• Extension of drainage control bund along the top of the weste   cut batter to reduce surface
flo  from the upslope forest entering the sumps;

• Completion of rehabilitation of disturbed areas around the weste   sump and crossing;

• Extension of rock pitching along the stream channel on the south-eastern side of the
crossing to reduce erosion;

• Extension of access track alongside weste   sump to connect to existing long term access
trac . This will be gated at a point past the  este   sump;

• Shaping of access trac  alongside  este   sump to shed rainfall away from sump;

• Installation of measuring gauge on the sump wall to enable estimation of volumes
discharged; and

• Re-installation of fauna fencing around the extended sump.
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There are no works planned for the first or second stages of the  estern sump, or the d scharge
valves from the third stage.

4.1.2 Environmental Controls during Construction

Controls implemented during the construction works planned for summer 2013/2014 include
controls implemented durin  the initial constr ction of the crossing, as well as additional controls
developed from lessons lea  t during initial construction. Controls to be implemente  include:

• Construction, including clearing, will lie carried out during mid-summer to ensure the
ground is as dry as possible;

• Inte   l Alcoa Permit to Work  n Close Proximity to Wate  Catchment Areas (MIN) issued to
contractor prior to com encement of  or . The per it is an internal control process
whereby the Contractor will be require  to ensure they have all the necessary permits prior
to commencement of work. This per it will require renewing throughout the proce s
allowing opportunities for formal revie s of  eather conditions and planned works;

• Contractors will receive the standard mining en ironmental induction together  ith a
Project-specific environmental pac a e Serpentine Crossing Awareness Sess/on outlinin 
the sensitivity of the area and controls required when undertaking the construction project;

• A lay do n yard  ill be pro ided outside of the direct catchment of the dam. Ablutions  ill
l>e pro ided here by means of portable toilets as approved by the Water Corporation and
DoW, ensuring they are more than 100 m from drainage lines and the Top  ater Level
(T L) of the d m;

• All construction acti ity  ill be accompanied by standard hydrocarbon spill prevention and
cleanup procedures as outlined in the Water Working Arrangements between Do , Water
Cor oration and Alcoa. The spills response materials and procedures detailed in Section
5.5 will remain in place at all tones during the construction work;

• Ser icing of equipment will occur off the  am floor and out of the 100 m buffer from the
TWL of the dam. Where this is not possible, a bund will be constructed prior to refuelling
and there  ill be no refuelling of equipment within the TWL of the dam. Any hydrocarbon
spilt during the refuelling process will be excavated immediately and disposed of to lan fill;

• Works  ill be suspended during significant rainfall events. This will de end on the
frequency of rainfall during the summer period;

• Should a Red Alert be issued (rainfall predicted >21 mm), the work area will be assessed by
the Construction Supervisor and Mine Environmental Scientist and immediate temporary
drainage controls identified and implemented. These controls m y include installation of
sedi ent fences, coir logs and lairing of brush, and on-contour ripping;

• The three stage sump structure will remain intact at all ti es during construction, pro iding
containment of water runoff from the Crossing and John Downes Haul Road (Gneiss Haul
Road) during rainfall events;

• Concrete tracks will rinse into a central collection point out of the dam, with all waste
disposed of to landfill;
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• Landfill/recycling dumpster will be locate  at the lay down for disposal of waste
products;During clearing operations, the brush-like vegetation will lie retaine  for laying on
areas of disturl>ed soil;

• Any  ater re aining within the thir  stage of the weste   sump  ill be released via the
discharge valves and then pumped out once below the discharge valve level to enable
excavation. The sump  ater quality will be tested as per Section 5.2.1 and appro al fro 
the Water Cor oration sought prior to discharging;

• If water levels within stages 1 and 2 allow, sump water from stage 3  ill be preferentially
pumped into stages 1 and 2, rather than pumped out of the sump;

• To  inimise risk of hydrocarbon spills during water release, the water pump   ll be kept
within a bunded area at all times, and refuelling activities carried out  ithin the bunded
area;

• To minimise turbidity during water release, the sump  ater  ill be discharged into the rock
pitched channel. At the end of this roc  pitched channel, coir logs an  tea tree branches
have been laid to further encourage infiltration prior to the water reaching the strea 
channel. Pu ping operations are to take care to not unnecessaril  stir up se iment from
the bottom of the sump. As per previous experiences pumping  ater out of the sumps
during su mer, the water is likely to infiltrate prior to reaching the stream channel
mini ising any potential impact on do nstrea   ater quality;

• A Compliance turbidity monitor is in place immediately do nstream of Serpentine Crossing
and will be used to assess if any turbidity event occurs; andExcavated material will be
re o ed for dis osal o tside of the Water Resource Sensitivity Zone.
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5 Operational Risk Management

5.1 Serpentine Crossing Operation

As Serpentine Dam provides  rinking water to Perth and surrounding areas, it is essential that
the  ater is not contaminated by either hydrocarbons or turbid  ater as a result of Serpentine
Crossing operation.

To ensure the risk is minimised, Alcoa has agreed to the follo ing op rational strate ies for
Serpentine Crossing (letter to Water Corporation 15 June 2009):

• Speed limit of 35 km/hr over Serpentine Crossing at all times. This is clearly signed at the
crossing;

• Limit of 15.000L of hydrocarbon volume to  e transported across Serpentine Crossing.
This is clearly signed at the crossing,

• The sumps are to be regularly checked and maintained in a  Storm Ready State",  h re
ater is always belo  a pre-detemiined marked le el and the discharge valves are close 

(refer to Section 5.3);

• Specific s ill response procedures, a standby agreement with a contractor and an annual
spall response drill (refer to Section 5.5), similar to that currentl  carried out for the Samson
Dam causeway at Willow ale will be implemented; and

• A program to maintain the sealed surface  ill be implemente  to keep turbidity to a
minimum (refer to Section 5.2.2).

In a dition, as recommende  by the  ater Corporation, Alcoa has co  itted to maintaining a
100 meter buffer bet een Serpentine Crossing and the water boOy during the ongoing operation
phases of Serpentine Crossing. The strategy for managing this co mit e t is outlined in Section
5.4 belo  .

5.2 Release of Sump Water

5.2.1 Hydrocarbon Management

As per the letter to MMPLG 14 June 2012, Alcoa agree  to the following with re ard to  ater
quality guidelines for hy rocarbons:

• Sample su p water in line with drinking water quality standards for hydrocar ons which are
consistent  ith Australian Drinking Water Guidelines prior to approved sump water
discharge;

• Sampled sump  ater will be tested and have a non detectable limit for BTEX, Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) and Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH);

• Sampling and monitoring for hy rocarbons will be conducted by Alcoa, with results reported
to the Water Cor oration representative of the Mining Operations Group ( OG) to obtain
approval prior to discharge of the water fro  the sump system. Alcoa has develope 
procedures for sampling, results and discharge record keeping;

• Where  ater quality results exceed the agreed standard for hydrocarbons, Alcoa agrees to
implement alte  ative arrangeme ts for the disposal or reuse of the sump water to
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alternative areas spec fied, other than that of the Serpentine Dani reservoir such as mine
site dust control.

5.2.2 Turbidity Management

The sumps have been designed to encourage settlement of sediment to minimise the turbidity
levels in discharged  ater. This is combined with other controls such as sealing and maintenance
of the cause ay surface to minimise the initial turbidity level in the first stage of the sumps.

Turbidity levels of the sump  ater can lie provided to the Water C rporation MOG representative
hen discharging occurs if requeste .

A Compliance Greenspan turbidity monitor is installed im ediately downstream of the crossing,
approximately 90 m from the end of rock pitched channel (Figure 4). This monitor provides
continuous turbidity levels reflecting the  ater quality of the stream flo  prior to, during and
follo ing discharge of sump water. The tur idity incident reporting levels as stated  ithin the

or ing Arrangements bet een Alcoa. Department of Water and Water Corporation apply to this
compliance turbidity monitor.

Further, the sumps will have an annual inspection program  here they are assessed for sedi ent
loading and cleaned out with a long-reach excavator to the original design c pacity during the
summer months. Cleanout  ill occur  hen half a metre of sediment is present in the liase of
stage 1 and stage 2 of the sumps. A visual marker is installed  ithin these stages of the sumps to
indicate the sediment level at  hich clean out should lie initiated and the level to  hich sediment
should be removed to ensure the liner is not compromised.

Figure 4: Location of Turbidity Monitor Downstream of Serp ntine C ossing
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As per the letter to MMPLG 13 February 2011, the Alcoa Red Alert process applies to Serpentine
Crossing. A Red Alert is issued when rain >20mm is forecast. A  Serpentine Crossing Re  Alert
Checklist' (refer to Appendix F) is completed for ever  Red Alert issued,  ith the checklist
retu  ed to the Mine Environmental Scientist to action any identified wortc or immediate controls.
Completed checklists are kept for auditing purposes.

5.4 Ceasing of Operation

It was stipulated by the Water Corporation and Department of Water that if Alcoa chooses to
cross Serpentine Dam at this point then mining operations must cease should the TWL of the
dam come within 100 m of the crossing. Alcoa accepts the risk that they would be requested b 
the Water Corporation to cease mining operations across Serpentine Crossing if the water level
in the Serpentine Da  reaches the 100m buffer to the crossing.

Alcoa acknowledges the Water Corporation's management authority of the Serpentine Dam s
operation inclusi e of water storage strategies and water quality. Alcoa  ill continue to liaise  ith
the Water Corporation, Department of Water and other Government agencies via the MMPLG to
ensure Alcoa's 5 Year Mine Plans align and comply with the requirements for mine operations
within the Serpentine Dam Catchment. Alcoa asks that its mining operations are considered in
the long term strat gies for water storage to e able eco o ic and effective mining of the bauxite
resource in the region.

Ongoing liaison is essential to the above and  ould include items such as:

• Predictions of water le els in the S rpentine Dam,

• Monitoring of the Serpe tine Crossing operation for compliance against this Construction
and O erational Plan;

• Annual re iew of ris  manage ent of the Serpentine Crossing;

• Annual integrity testing of Serpentine Crossing;

• Recommendations for improvements to the operational plan;

• Mining strategies and contingencies (to be outlined in the 5 year plan); and

• Management of high and/or intense rainfall events.

As  art of this ongoing liaison, a process has been agreed w th the Water Corporation to
co municate predict d water levels within Serpentine Dam. Alcoa  ill request o  a quarterly
basis the graphical  Surface Water Strategy  extract fro  the Water Corporation I SS
Operations Plan T is provides some degree of dam le el prediction; ho ever, ongoing liaison

ill still remain essential.

Alcoa s intentions are to ensu e no impact on the water storage/operation or water quality of the
Serpentine Dam Therefore, high standards in the o erall design of Serpentine Crossing have
been adopted in order to mitigate any risk to ver  lo  or acceptable le els (as detailed in Section
3.1).

Clearly labelled pegs place  as visual indicators to monitor the dam level near Serpentine
Crossing have teen installed as a management tool for implementation of the above strategy.
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Falls protection is in place around the sumps at Serpentine Crossing, inclu ing on the gangway
use  few sampling. Ho ever, in the event of personnel falling into t e sum  water, t ere are
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Per anent signs  ill be installed near the crossing to indicate  hen the top  ater level is 200m,
150m and 100m from the crossing.

Alcoa alrea y has well established emergency response procedures for Willowdale's Samson
Dam cause ay. Similar procedures and systems have been de elo ed for Serpentine Crossing
(refer to Appendix C for a  raft of the Perform Spill Recovery at Serpentine Crossing
procedure). The following is a summary of this procedure.

Serpentine Dam Causeway Construction and
Operational Plan (HUN)

In the event of a hy roc rbon spill on Serpentine Crossing, drains running the length of the road
will capture and contain the spill. All flow from the drains is  irected into one of t o three-stage
sumps locate  on the perimeter of the crossing. In the event of a spill it is very i  ortant that
the spill is removed from the sumps to pre ent contamination of the  a  water. Spdlii res onse
equipme t is located on site at both the wester  and easter  sumps, easily accessible from the
crossing. These spill res onse bins provide equip ent to be used to contain spills by the
immediate responders. In addition to the s ill response bins, stored within a shipping container
at the  este   sump is equipment to ena le skimming of hydrocarbons from the su p water
surface into 1000L containers. Vacuum Loading Contractors can the  be called out to recover
any remnants of the spill from the collection sump.

The Mo ile Maintenance E ergency Response crews have been trained on ho  to use the
skim er equipment, and an emergency r sponse drill will be e rned out annually as  er
Samson Dam practice. This has bee  added to the Emergency Res onse Plan (MIN) procedure
and a training plan implemented similar to Willowdale.

Chemical (Non-hydrocarbon) Spill

In the c se of a chemical s ill at Serpentine Crossing, the Perfor  Spill Recovery at Serpentine
Crossing proce ure will still apply. In particular, the immediate responders will be required to
check that discharge valves are closed and notify the Environmental De art ent The nature of
the chemical will determine the res onse strategy.

Uncontrolled Disc arge

In the event of uncontrolled discharge at S rpentine Crossing into the stream channel prior to
formal approval fro  Water Corporation, the Environmental De artment will notif  Water
Corporation (for details see Sampling and Release of Serpentine Crossing Sumps procedure in
Appendix C) and determine the appropriate course of action at the time.

Fall into Sump by Personnel

5.5.1 Emergency Response Procedures

Identified situations at Serpentine Crossing that would require emergency response include a
hydroc rbon spill, non-hydrocarbon chemical spill and personnel fall in sump  ater.
Additionally, equipment is available to respond to fauna entering sumps.

Hydrocarbon Spill
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ladders in stages 1 and 2 (line  stages) for access ou  of the sump, as well as a life buoy on
both the easte   and weste   si es of the crossin .

Fauna in Sump

Fauna protection fencing has been installed around both the easte   and western sumps as per
the request of DPaW. In the event that fauna (e g. kangaroo) were to fall into the wester  or
easte   sumps, fauna egress matting has  een installed in sta es 1 and 2 (lined stages) The
Alcoa procedure for Rescue Injure  or Orphaned Fauna would Ije followe 

5.5.2 Responsibilities

Sampling and Release

The Mine Environme tal Technicians (MET) ( eek ays) or the Huntly Water Crew personnel
(weekends and public holi ays) are responsible for checking the sump water levels when there
is a greater than 20mm rainfall event in 24 hours and reporting high water levels to the Mine
Environmental Scientist ( ES) (Red Alert process as per section 5.3).

The MES is responsible for determining the strategy for release of water based on the
probability of following rains, hydrocarbon sa pling strategy and sump water tur idity.

Spi  Response

The first res on er (per on wbo i entifies the spill) is res onsible for setting up and using the
contents of the Spill Response bins to co tain the spill. Where possible, all effort  ill be made to
contain the spill on the cause ay, pre entin  the spill fro  entering the sumps. The first
respon er is responsible for reporting the spill to Security to e able dispatch of the Mobile
Maintenance E ergency Response Cre .

Security is responsible for dispatching the Mobile Maintenance Emer ency Response crew, and
notifying the En ironmental Depart ent of the spill.

The Mobile M intenance Emergency Res onse Crews are responsible for setting up an  usin 
the ski mer pump to recover the spill fro  the sumps, as well as assisting with spill
containment using the contents of the Spill Response bins.

The En ironmental Department or Security v/ill contact the Vacuum Loading Contractors to
complete clean out of a contaminated sump if required

The En ironmental Depart ent will sign off that the sump clean up is sufficient and operations
can resume as normal. The Environmental Department  ill also provide the appropriate
notifications to Water Corporation.

6 Closure Plan

At completion of operations Alcoa will underta e to remove Serpentine Crossing  ith material
transported to disused pits and rehabilitate . Arches  ill be remove  and the dam floor
reinstate  to original levels.

Final ctosure plans will be subject to approval by gove  me t bodies.
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7 Revision History

This section summarizes key changes in the document fro  previous revision to this revision. Changes
are also shown with vertical line on right margin of the page.

Rev Item Section Page Revision Description

0 All All All First revision.

1 All All All Update to Version 2 for MMPLG Submission (Jan 2011 - J

2 All All All Update to Version 3 (2M Submission for MMPLG) (Mar 2011 -

3 All All All Update to Version 4 (including curre t construction status). MMPLG
submission for approval to enlarge weste   sump (Oct 13 -
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Check  st

Appendix A - Design Op ions and Considerations for
Serpentine Crossing Construction

All of the information provided in this Appendix was included in Version 3 of (he Construction and
Operatio al Plan, submitted for approval to the MMPLG in 2011 and is provided for reference
only. The text is taken as is from version 3 of the plan.

A.1 Options Considered for Location of Serpentine Crossing

Two options for the crossing were identified wit  Option 1 the option constructed by Alcoa. Option
1 is located approximately 7 km upstream of the Dam wall along the southern ami of the dam
(Figure 2). The second option (Option 2) that  as reviewed was located approximately 4 km
further south and would involve a cost penalty of at least $100 million.

Figure Al: My ra Crusher Region including Options 1 and 2 for S rpentine Dam Crossing. Option 1 consists
of two potential alignments (Alignnwnt A and Alignment B, 700 m a art)

A.2 Risk Assessment Process

In May 2008, Professor ¦¦¦¦from Water Science Pty Ltd  as engaged to undertak  a 
assessment of the risk to  ater quality in Serpentine Main Dam associate  with the construction
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and operation of lx>th Options 1 or 2 a haul-road crossing (causeway) of the southern arm of the
dam (Appendix D).

The main  ater quality t reats i entified by the assessment were turbidity (suspended solids) and
hydrocar on (diesel) spills. For these threats,  oth the likelihood (and probability) of the threat
occurring, and the consequences if it did occ r, were risk assessed using Standards Australia
methodology (likelihood x consequences approach). Additionally, the history of Alcoa s operation
of the cause ay over the Samson Dam  as used in this ris  assessment to assess the track
record of Alcoa in operating such causeways, and to pro ide assurance that the assumptions
made in assessing risks during  oth construction and operation of the cause ay are reasonable.

Having noted that Option 1  as the preferred option for Alcoa due to a number of reasons, not
the least being that Option 2 would invol e significantl  increased haulage distances and
subsequent cost, the assessment found that the ris  to water quality from hydrocarbon or tur idity
causing problems at the S rpentine Main Da  off-take during operation of the causeway would
be extremely low. In addition, the assessment found that the ris  to water quality at the off-take
point during c nstruction of the cause ay at the location of Option 1 would be very lo  for the
following reasons:

(a) Alcoa has consi erable experience,  ell documented proce ures and an excellent track
record in constructing crossings and causeways across major streams;

(b) a range of miti ation techniques (bunds, sumps) will be put in place to trap any
contaminants from site before they enter the Dam;

(c) any flo  from upstream will be pumped around the construction site, thus reducing the
potential for direct contamination of the stream; and,

(d) on the basis of current water le els (and climate change pr dictions), it is unli el  that  ater
in the Serpentine Main Dam   ll extend to the construction site during the construction
period, thus re ucing the nsk of water quality issues.

A. 3 Crossing Selection and Approval

On the basis of the risk assessment and the benefits of the shorter haul, Alcoa ha e chosen to
proceed  ith Crossing O tion 1 (Figure 2).

T o  Alignments  were designed at Crossing Option 1, namel  Alignment A and  lignment B.
Alignment A was 500 m upstream of Alignment B. Constructing Alignme t B results in a shorter
haul distance across the dam than that associated  ith Alignment   Alignment A requires a
longer crossing than Align ent B Stream zone ve etation at Alignment A is w der than that
associated with Align ent B. Alcoa has chosen to progress with Alignment B at Option 1 as the
environmental im act is lowest at this point.

The M PLG  ere advised of Alcoa s plans to cross the Serpentine Dam with a c useway in
2008 and later submitted as part of the 200&-2014 Five Year Mine Plan.

The design and operation of this causeway is subject to approval by the Water Corporation via
the Mining Management Program Liaison Group (MMPLG) and Mine Operations Group (MOG)
approval processes.
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A number of design and operational specifications have already been committed to as part of the
option selection and ad ice to the Water Corporation that need to be adhered to. These
co mitments are included  ithin this plan and hence should be strictly adhered to.

The follo ing specifications are included in the Serpentine Da  c use ay engineering specifications:

• The stream channel is  ery  ell defined and takes the majority of the stream flo .  hen
the stream channel is breache , water moves out o er a shallo  flood plain. To
accommodate a 1:200 year rainfall event, the cut ert design of choice comprises of a single
concrete arch with a s an of 12 m. This  ill allow a water velocity of 4.2 n s. By using an
arch to stra dle the existing stream channel, modification to the stream channel for culvert
installation is not required, nor is clearing all of the stream vegetation  ithin the strea 
zone, thus reducing the total impact to the stream lied and banks. Excavation  ill still occur
on the dam floor (adjacent to and along the stream alignment) for the installation of
concrete strip footings to support the 12m span concrete arch structure.

Oth r options investigated include ;

1. A series of 10 concrete culverts 2.1m in diameter along the stream flood plain  hich has
teen the base case for the basic engineering phase and initial discussions  ith the Water
Cor oration and Department of Water.

2. Large HOPE circul r culv rts to accommodate the stream channel flow a d a ditional
smaller HOPE circular culverts staggered across the flood plain.

3. A concrete arch  ith a 9 m s an to ta e the stream channel flow co bined with smaller
HOPE circular culverts across the flood plain.

The 12m Hu es 12400S concrete arch is the  referred option as it minimises the impact on
the stream channel and vegetation, a equately allows for the 1:200 year stor  even  is
easil  re o  d  ith less i  act to the stream on completion of mining and  inimises
construction time and poses no significant additional cost when compared to other culvert
options.

• Wing walls will be installed to protect the cause ay e ban ment. Rock protection will be
required at the stream entry and exit of the arch to protect strea  banks. Additional bank
protection within the arch length may also require rock  itching

• Sumps along the cause ay are designed for a 1:200 year rainfall event ensuring maximu 
capacity for any spills on the causeway e en in extreme conditions.

• Sumps are designed as three-stage sumps to ensure there is no release of hydrocarbon
contaminated water into the dam

• Multistage inverted culverts   ll be installed between each stage.

o Small diameter  T-joint  galvanised invert pipes installed bet een all sta es (5 x lOOnb
stage 1 to 2; 5 x 65nb stage 2 to 3) to restrict the movement of hydrocarbons should they
enter the first st ge sump whilst allowing sufficient retention time in the first stage for
sedime t to settle fro  the water and ability to lo er the  ater level  n that stage
providing for surge capacity for the next storm event.
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o Large diameter  T-joint  galvanised invert pipes to be installed between all stages (5 x
200nb) and between the sump and the dam at a higher level. There  ill lie no valves on
these pipes ensuring flow is not restricted between stages while still retaining
hydrocarbons in the first stage.

• Small diameter  T-joint" invert pipes installed between the sump and the dam. Discharge
from the small pipes into the dam will be controlled  ith valves and a manual discharge
procedure (similar to Samson Dam) will ensure quality of water  s tested and meets
requirements prior to discharge. These requirements still need to be clarified and
agreed to by MMPLG and Alcoa.

• The sumps will lie designed to operate as a closed s stem in  hich valves must be
manually opened to allo  the discharge of tested uncontaminated water. This  ill be
possible due to the large water holding capacity of the sumps in comparison with the
catchment runoff.

• The sumps will have an emergency overflow constructed above the 1 in 200 year reservoir
level (RL 212.39 m) and be rock pitched to slo   ater velocity preventing turbidity.

• Stages 1 and 2  ill Ije lined with a geo-synthetic clay liner (GCL) to prevent infiltration. This
consists of an upper and lower layer of geofabric with a bentonite day centre.

• Sumps will ha e an annual inspection program where they are assessed for sediment
loading and cleane  out with a longreach excavator to the original design capacity during
the summer months. It is proposed that clean out will only occur when half a meter of
sediment is present in the base of Sump Stage 1. A visual mar er  ill be installed  ithin
the sump to indicate the sediment level at which clean out should be initiated and the level
to which s diment should be removed to ensure the liner is not compromised

• The road surface will be bitumen sealed (probably hotmix) to reduce generation of sediment
and turbidity. The bitumen  ill extend from chainage 4300 to 4700.

• The minimum cross fall on the cause ay is 3%  ith a maximum of 5% to reduce wear and
tear on the sealed surface and accommodate smooth transition zones.

• Bundin  along the sides of the causeway  ill comprise of 1.5m high precast concrete
retaining  all sections along the roadway edges, backfilled with earth increasing the bund
height to 1.75 m and providing additional stability for the retaining wall sections. Earth
embankment fill on the outer sides will form the shape of the roc  protecte  embankment
batters from the bund to the dam floor.

• The walls of the causeway will be rock pitched  ith hard, dense, sound and durable rock
obtained from selected sources approved by Alcoa from the top of the cause ay
embankment to the dam floor. Maximum rock size will generally be between 300 and
400m 

• Provision has l>een made for access to forest access tracks intersecting the causeway on
the weste   side of the dam (Figure 3). As agreed in consultation with DEC and Water
Corporation, provision of access to the easte   forest track is not required. It is important
that the causeway does not  ecome a conduit for public access to reservoir. Therefore
gatin  and signage will be installed restricting access to the long term forest access from
the causeway.
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A.4 Construction Milestones and Proposed Methodology

A.4.1 Gneiss Haul Road

• Logging and clearing to be completed to cha nage 4000 m by Q2 2011. This will provide
clearin  up to 200 m fro  the Serpentine Dam Top Water Level.

• The last 100 m of Gneiss Rd (ch3900 to ch 000) the cleare  area will be stripped, drilled
and blasted to prevent any run off. The north side of Gneiss Road will l>e broken for water
protection.

• The sumps at the e d of this section of road will be constructed as a priority before w nter.

• Construction access to the Serpentine Cause ay will be provided via Gneiss Road by
December 2011, initially via temporary access to enable early commencement of works.

• Develop areas for borrow/fill material in Q311 to construct causewa  during Q411 (must be
identified for the March 2011 Clearing Advice) and cleared in Q311.

A.4.2 Site Construction Sequence

• Logging and clearing of the Serpentine Causeway footprint, including sump locations, must
be completed by December 2011. Note forest debris  ill be carted away from this area to
allo  construction to commence. The western side will be completed first to enable access
from Gneiss Rd. Details around gaining access to the easte   side of the cause ay are still
being finalised. Wood  aste  ill be stockpiled on the haul road alignment and bu  t in
2012.Temporary construction access will be constructed across Big Brook including a
stream crossing to enable equipment access on lx)th sides. Details to be a reed  ith Water
Corporation and Department of Water. Alcoa proposes a minor crossin  upstrea  of the
cause ay footprint.

• Strip topsoil from the causeway approaches above the dam TWL and develop the crossing
footprint.

• Excavates sumps to 'basic' specification to provide preliminary drainage control to
accommodate potential rainfall events during the construction period.

• Install geo-fabric whilst maintaining minimal disturbance to the stream vegetation and
import gravel fill to prepare  orking area for arch/culvert installation.

• Install arch foundations then deliver and install precast concrete arches.

• Haul and place compact selective fill around arches and build up embank ent levels as
required.

• Install embankment roc  pitching and concrete L-Panels.

• Construct sumps to final specification.

• Complete  or s as per agreed and ap roved engineering details by March 31st 2012.

• Note discussion required on the timing and specification of final bitumen seal. Pro ose one
coat seal for first winter for winterisation and settling. Final coat to be installe  summer
2012/13.

A.4.3 Environmental Controls
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The controls implemented during construction  ill continue to evolve as the detailed construction
plans develop this year. Constr ction of the cause ay is planned to commence in the summer of
2011/2012. Liste  below are just some of the controls that will be implemented:

• An  Environmental Permit  will l)e issued to contractor prior to commencement of work.
This permit is currently being developed. The pemiit is an inte  al control process whereby
the Contractor will be required to ensure they have all the necessary per its prior to
commencement of work.

• Contractors  ill receive the standard environmental induction together with a Project
specific environmental package outlining the sensitivity of the area and controls required

hen undertaking the construction project.

• A laydo n yard will be provided outside of the direct catchment of the dam. Ablutions  ill
l>e provided here by means of  ortable toilets as approved by the Water Corporation and
Do , ensuring they are more than 100 m from drainage lines and the T L of the dam.

• All construction activity  ill be accompanied by standard hydrocarbon spill prevention and
cleanup proce ures as outlined in the Water Working Arrangements l>et een DoW, Water
Corporation and Alcoa. Servicing of equip ent will occur off the dam floor and out of the
100 m buffer from the TWL of the dam. Where this is not possible, a bund  ill be
constructed prior to refuelling and there will be no refuelling of equipment  ithin the TWL of
the dam. Any hydrocarlx  spilt during the refuelling process will be excavated immediately
and disposed of to landfill.

• Turbidity  ill be minimised by undertaking construction throughout the summer. Woiks  ill
be suspended during significant rainfall events. This will depend on the fre uency of rainfall
during the summer period. An inte  al Alcoa construction pemiit will be issued by the
e vironmental department which will require rene ing throughout the process allo ing
o portunities for formal revie s of  eather conditions and planned works.

« Concrete trucks  ill rinse into a central collection point out of the dam, and then all  aste
disposed of to landfill (location yet to be finalised).

• All disturbed areas on the dam floor will lie re-compacted and sheeted  ith gravel prior to
leaving the dam floor.

• Landfill/Recycling dumpster will be located at the laydown for disposal of waste products.
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Appendix 4 - Risk Assessment Framework
For latest risk assessment framework contact Alcoa below, the framework is under constant
revision and will be updated in Working Arrangements Appendix when significant changes
have been implemented.

Go-.einn-.«nt of W stern Australia
Oapartmeni o< W wr  nd

Environmant l Regulation

Alcoa
I 

Tivj Etetve: ' C Possibility 4>water
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Appendix 5 - Approval of Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchment

Govttnir.erit at Wtttem Australia
Department ol W ter and
Environmental Regulation

7r '  ' Possibility Alcoa water
coxroRATIOS
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Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of
Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchmen

This form should be used by Alcoa World Alumina Australia to request Water Corporation approval for the use of
chemicals in any public drinking water source area. Water Corporation, in consultation with the WA Department of
Water, will assess the submission and Water Corporation will make the final decision on the use of such chemicals,
as detailed in the Working Arrangements between Alcoa World Alumina Australia, Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation, and Water Corporation Covering Alcoa s Mining Operations in the Darling Range, Version
4, Section 4.4.2. Due to their dele ated powers, Water Corporation will consult with the WA Department of Health
and the WA Pesticide Advisory Committee as necessary. The WA Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation s Statewide Policy No.2 Pesticide Use in Public Drinking Water Source Areas will be taken into account
during the approval process.

1. REQUEST FOR APPROVAL TO USE A CHEMICAL

To be completed by the person requesting approval to use a chemical in a Drinking Water Catchment area. All areas must be completed with
the most up-to-date information.

1.1. Applicant details

Requester s name Position

Date of Request

Contact Details

1.2. Chemical product details

Please attach relevant MSDS.

Chemical brand name:

Other name(s):

Chemical formula:

Water solubility

Dissociation constant

Hydrolysis half life

Field dissipation half-life

Purpose of proposed use:
What will the chemical do?

How it works:

Mode of action.

Henry s Law constant

Water partition coefficient

Photolysis half life

Awater
CORPORATION1 Water Corporation Doc #11472241



Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of
Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchmen

Active ingredient(s):

En ironmental Fate:

How does the chemical move in
the environment? How does it
breakdown ?

Toxicity (fauna and flora):
Include toxicity of the chemical
and metabolites.

1.3. Alternative Considerations

What alternative options
have been considered to
address the need?

Including alternative m thods i.e.
not using the chemical and
alternative approaches to
treatment?

Why were these alternatives
methods not suitable?

What alternative locations
outside the drinking water
catchment were considered
for use?

Why were these alternative
locations outside the
drinking water catchment
not suitable?

2 Water Corporation Doc #11472241



Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of
Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchmen

1.4. Proposed use and application details

Area of proposed use:

Please attach necessary maps

including a shape file usin 
Geocentric Datum of Australia
1994 where possible.

GPS locations

Proximity to nearest
waterways (m):
Please indicate on maps
provided.

Details of proposed
application:

1. Ho  will the proposed
chemical be applied?

2. Concentration to b 

applied?
3. Total volume to be

applied?

Frequency of proposed use:

ow often and for how long  ill
the proposed chemical be used?
Will it be used in certain months
only?

Clean up and Storage:

How will e uipment be cleaned?
How and  here  ill the chemical
be stored? What amounts will be
kept in storage?

1.5. Drinking Water Quality Risk Management
Australian Drinking
Water Quality Guideline
value

Please circle
as relevant Health Aesthetic

How will Alcoa
mini ise and monitor
risks to water quality?
Alcoa will need to be able
to demonstrate that risks
have been managed.

Awater
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Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of
Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchmen

e.g. regular water

quality monitoring,
proposed management
plan, etc.

1.6. History of use

Extent of application in
Australia:
Note existing usage of the
chemical in Australia. Who were
the users and what was the
chemical used for?

Trials and pilot studies:
Have trails or pilot studies of the
chemical for the proposed use
been carried out? Provide details
if so.

Published materials (reports,
journals, conferences, books)
if any:
Include information on published
scientific works that support the
proposed use.

Approvals:
Are there existing approvals for
the proposed use from statutory
authorities in Australia or
overseas e.g. NHMRC? Include

any conditions and restrictions of
use.

Has the chemical been
assessed by the National
Industrial Chemicals
Notification and Assessment
Scheme (NICNAS)
assessment:

If yes, provide the reference
number?

If yes, what  as the outcome?

Awater
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Alcoa Submission form for the Approval of
Chemical Use in a Drinking Water Catchmen

1.7. Submission

2. INITIAL EVALUATION

3. RECOMMENDATION FROM WATER CORPORATION

Date:Name:

Date:Agreement by DWQB Manager or delegate:

SUBMISSION TO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

] Submission date:  Submitted by: [

Low
Medium

High

Proposed risk to
drin ing water quality
Please circle and
rationalise

Email the final submission and associated documents to the Water Quality Branch, Source Protection Inbox.

(Source. Protection(a)watercorporation.com.au).

Awater
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Appendix 6 - Chemical Approval Flow Chart

Goveinn-enl of Wettern Auttra a
Oeportme.  ol W»ter and

Environment l Regulation

k AlcoaIt -t  -{!.  <' Possibility
water

V< / CORPORATION
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Appendix 7 - Key Contacts

rr- t :i   Possibility AlcoaGovernment of WosWm Australia
Oepartm rt of Water end

Envlr»nm«ntal P«guhtion
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